The SNS accumulator ring extraction fast-kicker system was design, developed, and prototype tested at the Brookhaven National Laboratory. Its construction has just begun. The system is for onerturn fast extraction ejecting proton be? from the ring into the extraction septum gap and further deflecting into the ring-to-target beam transport line. n e system consists -of fourteen highvoltage modulators, their local control and auxiliary systems, and fourteen window frame magnet sections. High-voltage transmission cables will be used for pulse transmission from modulators to their corresponding magnet sections, The high-voltage and high-current pulse has 'a rise time about 200 ns, a pulse duration about 700.
INTRODUCTION
The SNS heam'extraction will he a single turn, two-step process. The fast extraction kicker will eject beam into a Lgbertsonseptum and deflecting funher into the Ring to Target Beam Transport (RTBT) line.
-A set of fourteen full apenure.kickers will be used.10 eject I GeV proton beam vertically from the Accumulator Ring. It will take place at one of the four dispersion free Table 1 . Sufirrirnt zp3ce 1s re\en,ed to add iwo murc magnets and mOduldlOrS for future 1.3 GeV upgrade.
DESIGN AND DEVELOPMEKT
To achieve maximum operability. main~ain~hility. and lower bemi impedance to minimiie beam loss, as requcsted by SNS project, a new ~onceptusl design was proposed in year 2000 This design fearures n Blumlein bollage dodbler, a 25-ohm parallel resistor lor beam impchnce termination. two SO-ohm impedance cable in psrallcl for pulse mnsmission, :md full reflection at tnagnet doubling the current magnitude. T h d saturable inductor will provide impedance isolation for beam current, and bocome ssturarcd during output current rising edge for dark current suppression All high maintenance devices will be located in service building. no acti\e or dissipative componcnrs will be used in the radiation 3ren
In Figure 3 , the main schematic is illustrated physics performance of the main accumulator ring. The kicker magnet apertures have been enlarged to accommodate all four working points, fiirther reduced beam impedance, and increased beam acceptance at kicker magnets. Compare with the year 2001 parameters, the required total output power of the kicker modulators have to be increased by 86%, and the margin of designed voltage over operating voltage shrink to 42% per modulator from 88% -173% per modulator.
Although the maximum charging voltage is 50 kV, we set the operation voltage limit of the modulator at below 35 kV for the concerns of device lifetime, system reliability, fault tolerance, and system sustainability.
The Blumlein pulser can be implemented by two sets of high voltage cable pulse-forming lines or double deck of lumped L-C pulse forming networks. The later option was chosen for the compactness.
As constrained by the budget and very tied project schedule, the research. and. development efforts shall be limited only to the necessities to meet the minimum performance requirements. However, the criticality of the fast extraction kicker performance demands full and detailed verification on each stage of the system design and development. Therefore, we conducted design analysis, parameter optimization, and computer simulations to verify the design principle. men, a proof-.of-principle model circuit was build and tested. Its output current waveform nicely matched computer simulation, Further, a full-scale prototype modulator has been designed, constructed, and tested at Brookhaven National Laboratory. Its test results successfully demonstrate the design concept.
Mechanical design of the high voltage pulse modulator provides many features for easy maintenance, such as, the modulator internal structure can be IiRed out from its fluid container for device change and pulse shaping. Figure 4 shows the prototype modulator. Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the magnet current 9 waveforms at 50 kV.
voltage capacitor charging power supply will be used one for each modulator system. High voltage components specifications, testing methods, and technical standards are critical to ensure the system reliability. For example, the coaxial high voltage cables used in the prototype test were hi-potted to 100 kV during acceptance test; the high voltage pulse capacitors were also hi-potted to 100 kV in factory test; and the thyratron is rated and tested at a level more than twice of the operation voltage. So far, the performance and reliability of the high voltage components has been satisfactory, and no critical device failures have been observed.
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CONSTRUCTION STATUS
The design and development stage of the SNS extraction fast kicker project has been concluded last year. Applied Power systems, a commercial company, has been awarded the contract to construct all fourteen high voltage .......... ~ modulators and corresponding auxiliary systems as specified and designed by Brwkhaven National Laboratory.
Traditionally, all our high voltage, high current, and high-speed fast kicker modulators were designed, developed, and constructed at Brookhaven. This is the first time, we use commercial vendor to construct p::: 
